Agile Sourcing

Be confident bringing on
new partners quickly

Be confident bringing
on new partners
Procurement and supply chain professionals understand that third-party supplier
due diligence is more important than ever in today’s interconnected supply chains,
which frequently span across the globe. Procurement teams need Agile Sourcing,
the ability to quickly evaluate the risk of new and long-time vendors, identify
potential issues, and rapidly source alternatives. They also need to be able to
monitor those suppliers, and the sub-tier suppliers they depend on, continuously.

The limits of conventional sourcing are clear: Businesses have long-relied on
manual, survey-driven assessments for these insights, a process that takes weeks,
relies on trusting vendor input, and is not scalable to assess vendor risk for 4th-, 5th-,
and Nth-party suppliers. That’s why, according to Deloitte, only 2% of companies
identify and monitor 4th and 5th parties.

Proper due diligence begins with agile sourcing, informed by continuous multi-factor
risk monitoring across the entirety of your extended supply chain. Gartner estimates
that an astounding 72% of all renegotiated contracts could have been prevented
with better due diligence. And now you can get all the insights you need to rapidly
assess and onboard suppliers with Interos.

72 %

Renegotiated
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“72% of all renegotiated deals
could have been prevented with
better due diligence.”
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Evaluate Multi-tier Suppliers against
Multiple Risk Factors Continuously
Only Interos gives you in-depth multi-tier, multi-factor due diligence assessment
when it comes to sourcing. Our third-party risk management solution ensures
confidence when bringing on third parties by surfacing the risks in the supply chains
of new, unknown suppliers as well as your long-time suppliers. Get broad
perspective as well as the specifics on risks that matter most to you.

With Interos, companies save time and money when sourcing, typically benefiting
from a 30:1 reduction in analyst days to conduct due diligence on your suppliers
down to the Nth tier. Using Interos to monitor and evaluate your extended supply
chain prevents costly re-sourcing and minimizes concentration risk across the
board.

Need to evaluate new suppliers thoroughly and quickly?

Do so with Interos:
Gauge the risk of new as well as long-time suppliers against financial,
operational, governance, geographic, and cyber factors
Source alternative suppliers quickly
Ensure you are sourcing only from ethical suppliers
Assure an uninterrupted supply of materials
Track changes in your suppliers’ risk factor scores over time
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First Multi-tier, Multi-factor, Third-party
Risk Management Solution
Interos is the first and only multi-tier, multi-factor, third-party risk management
solution that allows you to perform deeper due diligence at scale. The solution
allows you to see all the suppliers in your ecosystem down to the nth tier and
identifies potential risks that could impact your business operations and brand
reputation. The solution continuously monitors financial, operational, governance,
geographic, and cyber risk in your extended supply chains and provides actionable
insights so you can limit business interruption, avoid compliance issues, eliminate
concentration risk, and prevent potential harm to your brand.

The solution includes the Interos Knowledge Graph (IKG), which is the world’s
largest business relationship graph repository. IKG automatically discovers
suppliers and their supplier networks across the globe, maps business relationships
across the entire ecosystem, and assesses each vendor against multiple risk factors.
This helps procurement and supply chain professionals make strategic buying and
vendor management decisions with none of the friction.
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How does Interos Work
IKG ingests 250 million events each month from more than 85,000 feeds to create a
repository of over 100 million companies. We continuously monitor 2 million of these
companies to identify business relationships between entities. IKG uses machine
learning and natural language processing to analyze both structured and
unstructured data from publicly available sources as well as from our strategic data
alliances to detect entities and infer relationships. And all of this is done
automatically and continuously.
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About Interos
Interos protects customers’ brand and operations from risk in their extended
supply chains and business relationships. The first AI-powered platform for
eliminating multi-party, multi-factor risk from 3rd, 4th to nth tier parties, Interos
automates discovery, detection, and response to financial, ethical, geographic,
cyber and relationship risk.

Designed by experts and leveraging the company’s 15 years of experience in
managing the world’s most complicated supply chains, Interos provides
real-time risk management for the largest commercial brands in manufacturing,
financial services, and aerospace and defense.

Contact us today to schedule a demonstration:
Request a demo

For more information:
www.interos.ai or 703.677.3135
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